Presenting Content
during meetings

If you want to …

Go To

I want to show my entire desktop to the audience. Every action I perform should be
visible to everyone. I want to use it for teaching or demonstrating software features.
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I want to show document or app running on my PC to the entire audience. Very useful
for live demos. I want to get instant edits or annotation from someone, give her control.
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I want to upload a presentation before the meeting, present it to the audience without
refresh delay. I want to control the presentation, skip slides and allow users to annotate.
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I want to edit an urgent document with other remote attendees. If everyone can see
each other’s edits, I can create time-bound documents very quickly – without using CCs.
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I want to distribute my PPT file, related workbooks and other technical files to my
audience, right within the meetings. They should be able to download and use the files.
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I don’t want everyone to take notes on their own. I want everyone to type their notes
and view / correct other’s notes. I want everyone to be, literally, on the same page.
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I just want to take notes on my own and keep them for future reference.
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I want to see all the content available – shares, attachments, etc. and use it as required.
I also want to control who can see and download the attachments.
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Scribble your thoughts and ideas.
Everyone can annotate and contribute.
Save and Share once done.
Ask a quick question with multiple
answers. Instantly view audience
responses. Save for later use.
Let the audience post questions while you
are presenting. Answer one by one. You
choose the priority.
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